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Reference FED/2019/412077 
 

Beneficiary organisations 

Name Centre national du cinéma et de l’image animée  

Website www.cnc.fr 

Social media Facebook + Twitter 

General project data 

Intervention areas ACP Countries 

Duration 48 months  

Overall budget  EUR 3.000.000 EU Contribution EUR 2.400.000 
(of which EUR 1.920.000 for cascading grants) 

Project description 

Context In the ACP countries, and in particular most African countries, the 
audiovisual landscape is undergoing a rapid evolution, with several 
simultaneous phenomena, which are mainly linked to the rapid 
increase in the population and the growth of a middle class and its 
desire to grow and to have fun: An explosion in the consumption of 
audiovisual content, especially on the Internet and on paid or free 
online platforms; the opening or reopening of numerous cinemas, 
offering excellent screening conditions and giving the population 
the taste to watch films on large screen and to share a collective 
experience; a desire for new local content, similar to what is 
happening in Nigeria with the thousands of films and series 
produced by "Nollywood". Spectators want an alternative to 
Hollywood’s offer and watch films with content closer to their social 
and economic environment and in which they can recognize 
themselves 

General objective Increase ACP funding for film and audiovisual works from ACP 
countries supported by selective and recognized mechanisms such 
as Aid to cinemas of the world and the Fund for Young Creative 
Francophone Development, encourage the structuring of the sector 



 

 

Specific objectives Enhance the capacity of professionals, professionalize the sector, 
accompany ambitious and quality works, encourage their 
circulation and promote cultural diversity across ACP countries 

Expected results Increased spending in the ACP film industry, new jobs, 
professionalization and diversification of the sector, ecosystem 
structure, new local fund initiatives, and improved circulation 
potential of ACP works. 

Main activities 

 

Financial support at the production stage, partnerships with writing 
residences to support projects at the development stage, 
organization of co-production markets and workshops for 
professionals on the margins of international festivals. 

 


